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Extraction of noise parameters of transistor 
using a spectrum analyser and 50Q noise 
figure measurements only 

A. Lazaro and L. Pradell 

The proposed method does not require any special, expensive 
instruments (DC, NFM, tuners), but only a conventional SA. 
Moreover, the receiver NPs  are determined from 50Q noise-figure 
measurements only, by making a reasonable assumption. The 
results demonstrate an accuracy comparable to that obtained by 
using F,, with a dedicated DC plus an NFM. Furthermore, they 
show an improved accuracy with respect to tuner-based methods. 
Experimental verification up to 26GHz is given. 

Measurement method: The receiver is composed of the cascade 
connection of a commercial LNA and an SA (HP 70000). To Cali- 
brate the receiver noise, a matched noise source (HP 346-K01, 
with ENR = 15dB) is connected to its input, hot and cold noise 
powers delivered to the receiver are measured over the whole 
range (2-22GHz), and the receiver noise-figure (EREC) is computed 
at every frequency by using the expression 

where THoT is the source hot temperature (known from the cali- 
brated ENR data), TcoLD is the room temperature, r,, and r,, are 
hot and cold source reflection coefficients, respectively, rR is the 
receiver input reflection coefficient, p(r,, r,) = (l-lrs12)/~ 1-rJRl2 
is a mismatch factor, and To = 290K. Since the LNA in the 
receiver front-end is a well matched and basically unilateral device, 
it can be assumed that its equivalent noise-wave sources b,,, bm 
(in a scattering noise-matrix representation), are uncorrelated (w = 0) and = 0 [5]. Under this hypothesis, the 
receiver NPs are functions of the normalised output noise power 
(lb,,12/IS2ll2) only: 

A method for measuring the four noise parameters of a transistor 
in the microwave range using a configuration based on a 
conventional spectrum analyser is presented. In contrast to 
previous methods, it requires wideband 50Q noise-figure 
measurements only. The method features an accuracy similar to 
that of noise figure meters, at a much higher measurement speed 
and lower cost. 

Introduction: A method for measuring the four transistor noise 
parameters (NPs), based on the determination of the intrinsic 
noise-matrix of the transistor from 50Q noise-figure measurements 
only (F5, technique), was recently proposed [I], demonstrating a 
relevant accuracy improvement compared to conventional tuner- 
based methods. In [l], the noise receiver was composed of a low- 
noise amplifier (LNA), a Yig filter, a down-converter (DC) with a 
local oscillator, and a noise-figure meter (NFM). The spectrum 
analyser (SA) is a lower cost alternative, since it integrates all the 
above functions (except for the LNA), and has a much higher 
measurement speed [2, 31. A problem when measuring noise with 
an SA is the poor linearity of its power-detector (including the 
log-amplifier) compared to that of an NFM [4]. Consequently, hot 
and cold noise power measurements (PHor, P,,,, respectively) 
with an SA are inaccurate (typically, noise-figure uncertainty is 
M.4dB [2]), in particular whenever the Y-factor ( Y  = PHoJPcoLD) 
is large, i.e. the measured noise-figure is small. This situation is 
encountered when measuring N P s  by using an SA in combination 
with a tuner, since some tuner states must fall near the optimum 
source reflection coefficient, corresponding to a minimum transis- 
tor noise-figure. The result is an inaccurate determination of the 
device NPs. 

While the NF’ determination based on an SA is of interest due 
to its simplicity and reduced cost, improvements in accuracy are 
expected if the effects of poor linearity in the SA detector were 
minimised. The purpose of this Letter is to propose a new method 
for measuring the four NPs of a transistor, that combines a con- 
ventional SA with the Fso technique [l]. The method minimises the 
unwanted effects of detector linearity because: 
(i) the measured Y-factor is smaller (higher noise-figure) than with 
tuner-based methods, since only 50Q noise-figure measurements 
are made; 
(ii) a new robust fitting algorithm is used to discard poor noise- 
figure measurements; 
(iii) a large number of measurements are made to enhance fre- 
quency redundancy in the F,, technique. 

ropt Y s;., Y rk (4) 
where SI,, S,, are the receiver S-parameters. Since the LNA is 
basically unilateral and the SA is well matched, it is reasonable to 
assume that SI, I-,. The quantity ( I&$ //S,,12 is computed 
using [6] 

where ERE, is given by eqn. 1 .  To complete the receiver calibra- 
tion, the receiver NPs are computed by substituting lb,,12/lS2,1* 
into eqns. 2 and 3. To increase the measurement speed without 
degrading the measurement accuracy, small resolution and video 
bandwidths (RBW = 1 MHz, VBW = 3KHz, respectively), as well 
as a high averaging (20) and short sweep time (1 s) are selected. 
The transistor is inserted, and its noise figure (FTRT) measured in 
the same way by using eqn. 1,  with r,, (transistor input reflection 
coefficient) instead of rR, and the Friis’ formula. The measured 
FTRT is used to estimate seven relevant polynomial coefficients that 
describe the transistor intrinsic noise matrix elements C)i”‘ (c,”’ 
= Ct: + C,,lf+ ...) by applying the F,, technique [l]. In contrast to 
an NFM, the SA performs a large number N of measurements 
(more than 100 in the frequency range), so the inherent frequency- 
redundancy of the F,, technique is strongly enhanced. This fea- 
ture, in combination with a low measured Y-factor, and the use of 
a robust error function (Lorentzian function C,(log(l+O.5.IE,,,,,,,,‘- 
F:,,,,,, 1 2 ) ,  i = 1, ..., N) to discard possible outliers (bad noise-fig- 
ure measurements) in the fitting algorithm, compensates for the 
undesired effects of a poor detector linearity. Moreover, the linear 
range of the measurement is optimised if the SA reference level 
(top of screen) is set 4 5 d B  above the measured trace. The calcu- 
lation of coefficients has two steps. First an overdetermined sys- 
tem (eqns. 5-10 in [l]) is solved for the most sensitive coefficients 
(C,?, C221, Re(C,,O), Re(C,,I)), neglecting the rest. Then CLIo, Cl,,, 
Im(C,,O) are optimised using a modified simplex method Finally, 
CZ2O, C2,L, Re(C,,O), Re(Cl,l) are optimised. 
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Experimental results: Fig. 1 compares the NPs  of the receiver 
(LNA+SA) up to 22GHz obtained with a tuner-based method [7], 
to those obtained with the new method proposed here. In general, 
the results are in a good agreement, but the new method is more 
robust lo measurement errors than the tuner-based method. This 
feature can be observed from 6 to 12GHz. In this range, the 
tuner-based method fails because the SA is producing large meas- 
urement errors for some (mismatched) tuner states, due to a poor 
detector linearity. 
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Fig. 1 Receiver noise parameters measured with spectrum analyser, 
using new method bused on F,, technique and tuner-based method pro- 
posed in [7l 
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Fig. 2 HEMT noise parameters measured using new method based on 
Fso technique and spectrum analyser, new method based on F,, technique 
and noise figure meter, and tuner-based method proposed in [q 
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Fig. 2 compares the NPs of an on-wafer HEMT measured with 
the method proposed here, using two different receivers: LNA+SA 
up to 22GHz and LNA+DC (HP 8971C) +NFM (HP 89708) up 
to 26GHz, respectively. For the second configuration the N P s  
measured by using a tuner are also shown. To check the consist- 
ency of results for the LNA+SA configuration, the measured tran- 
sistor intrinsic noise matrix is extrapolated from 22 to 26GHz. 
The agreement between the three results is good at all frequencies 
except with the tuner-based method below 15GHz (corresponding 
~ropl~ > 0.7), for which Fmm and ~roPl~ are inaccurately measured. 
This result is in agreement with [7]. 

Conclusions: A fast and inexpensive method for the measurement 
of transistor N P s ,  based on a conventional spectrum analyser has 
been presented, and successfully applied to HEMTs. The effects of 
poor linearity in the SA detector are minimised because frequency 
redundancy is enhanced and only 50Q noise figure measurements 
are required. Since noise powers are measured in a very short time 
(30 seconds per bias point), the calibration does not degrade with 

time, as with an NFM configuration (20min per bias point). 
Experimental results up to 26GHz are in very good agreement 
with those obtained with a noise figure meter. Moreover, they 
show an improved accuracy compared to tuner-based methods, in 
particular for critical measurement situation, a device ~ropl~ close to 
1 and very low measured noise figures. 
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High performance AIGaN/GaN HEMT with 
improved Ohmic contacts 

S.J. Cai, R. Li, Y.L. Chen, L. Wong, W.G. Wu, 
S.G. Thomas and K.L. Wang 

Various metal f h s  and rapid thermal annealing conditions were 
investigated to improve the Ohmic contact to AlGaN/GaN 
heterostuctures. Less than 1 Q.mm contact resistance has been 
obtained reproducibly. Our best contact resistivity reaches 
0.039Q.mm, corresponding to a contact resistance of 5.38 X 10- 
8Q.cm2. The fabricated high electron mobility transistors with a 
0.2Spm length gate exhibit a cutoff frequencyf, of 60GHz and an 
f,, of 100GHz. 

Significant progress has been made recently in both the high fre- 
quency and high power performances of GaN devices [l - 51, 
which mainly have come from improved material quality and 
advances in fabrication technology including the reduction of con- 
tact resistance [6 - 91. For high power and low noise applications, 
the latter is of particular importance. Referring to Fig. 1, the satu- 
ration current density of GaN high electron mobility transistors 
(HEMTs) is plotted against conductivity (Nrp product). In addi- 
tion to the material Nsp product, the poor Ohmic contact is 
another main factor which limits the current density. For compar- 
ison, the data in Fig. 1 include those taken from HEMTs with 
high Ohmic contact resistivity (contact resistivity ranged from 2 to 
12Lhm-1 as obtained from transmission line measurements). From 
this plot, it is reasonable to predict that nitride based HEMTs 
could achieve more than 2 ” m  drain current with good Ohmic 
contact compared with the previously reported 1.71 A/”, since 
the N,p product of GaN based heterojunction structures can reach 
2.7 x 10VV.s [3]. 

To improve the contact resistance, we have investigated several 
contact metal systems: TUAl, Ti/Al/Ni, TUAl/Pt, TUAVNUAu and 
TiiAL”tJAu, and different pre-cleaning methods before metal 
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